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It wasn't supposed to be The Nothing. The Nothing was supposed to be on the job training, 
so we could learn how to make the bigger film. The movie had it's own plans. In early 2008, 
fed up with talking in circles about a project we couldn't afford, we started thinking in the 
other direction... small, smaller, smallest. What did we have at our disposal? Talent. Equip-
ment. A barn. How could we take that idea and pin it to the types of movies we love? I've 
always been a huge fan of confinement movies like JAWS an ALIEN and I've always loved 
disaster films like THE TOWERING INFERNO and THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE. Those are 
not small concepts, but how could we scale them down and exploit our assets? How could 
we transform those elements into something we'd enjoy watching? Once those questions 

were answered, the seed of structure was planted.   

The soul seed was more painful to plant. Still figuring out the definition of the word 
"husband,” I was blessed with the charge of figuring out the word "father" as well. As my 
family grew I began to understand more clearly that it wasn't about me anymore. Which is 
great, but insight has it's consequences. I've experienced brief moments of anxiety when 
confronted with my own mortality. Incidents that were triggered by seemingly random 
things. With a family, suddenly those lonely, late night reminders of your mortality carry ex-
ponentially more weight. You're no longer worried for just yourself. I have an unapolo-
getic  belief in God and Heaven, but, like many Christians, I've encountered dark moments 
of "what if?” What if there wasn't a Heaven? What if when we die... that really is it?" 

Founded in real, personal fear, the film- at its heart- is about the mystery of death.  

As a first time feature director with nothing to offer the cast and crew but gas stipends and 
home cooked meals, the priorities were to have a true collaborative spirit on set, create a 
fun environment where people wanted to be (despite harsh conditions, and a long drive to 
set), and constantly strive to keep this project released into Greater Hands. Since we made 
the decision early on to abandon the search for more money and embrace the indie spirit, 
we knew what we needed; people that believed in the film, or believed in us... or owed us a 

huge favor.  

From 2008 to mid 2010 The Nothing evolved. On July 5th, after weeks of rehearsals, 
shooting started in an unair-conditioned tobacco barn in Leiper's Fork, TN with our 5 leads 
and a skeleton crew. We shot a total of 13 days with at least 4 different Canon 7D's, on a 
micro-budget (including festival submissions and travel). The film was shot entirely in and 

around Nashville, TN with a fully local cast and crew.   

In the dark moments when I’m faced with my own mortality, I learned to lean on the affir-
mations of God's existence that He has presented to me throughout my life. This is an im-
portant element within our story as well. The production of The Nothing, and God's hand on 
it, in an ordained turn of events, has actually become one of those affirmations in my life. 
In my dark moments, I can now reflect on this film— it's countless miracles, it's amazing 
cast and crew, the sacrifices, the willingness, the unprecedented— and I'm reminded so 

strongly of His existence it's "as if I could reach up and touch His hand".  

                                                                                                                              Josh Childs 
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THE NOTHING tells the story of Ren Dubbin, a man struggling to reconcile his spiritual 
beliefs with his crippling fear of the unknown. He awakes to find himself in an eerie, 
ramshackle barn with four strangers. The men have no idea where they are, and no 
memory of how they got there. The mystery turns to desperation when they open the 
doors to find the barn floating in an endless expanse of emptiness and total darkness. 
Nothing. 

The oppressive nothingness outside and    
bizarre events inside bring to light the men’s 
deepest fears, doubts, failings, and beliefs. 
When their situation appears to grow hope-
less, the men turn to reflections on life and 
death, faith, God and– ultimately– the after-
life. 

THE NOTHING is the passion project of four first 
time filmmakers out of Nashville, TN.  
 
The script, penned by Director Josh Childs and 
Derek R. Stogner, was originally conceived as a 
“no-disaster disaster movie.” The idea being that 
the “nothingness” represented the heart of every 
terrible catastrophe presented in film: oblivion, in 
it’s most basic form.  As they moved forward in the 
writing process, the film evolved into the story of 
one man’s spiritual journey.  
 

 

THE NOTHING is about the big question’s of life, and of faith. Is there a God? If so, does he 
care about us? Why do terrible things happen? Does anything truly matter?  
 
The characters in the film are confronted with a situation that forces them to decide what 
kind of people they are. When everything they take for granted is taken away, what is still 
important?  
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THE NOTHING is, at its core, both a  
character study and a mystery. Not a 
“whodunit” but a “Twilight Zone” style 
mystery of the unknown and the bizarre. 
It examines two sides of the same coin: 
Faith and Fear. 
 

The scenario that sets up THE NOTHING allows for an immediacy in story telling seen previ-
ously in films such as RESERVOIR DOGS, John Carpenter’s THE THING and ALIEN where a 
character’s true self, all their fears and secrets, are thrust forward by the extremity of their 
situation, and in close confines in which they find themselves with others. 
 
Ultimately, THE NOTHING is an honest examination of faith, from filmmakers who still  
struggle with fear and doubt. THE NOTHING could easily be described as a faith-based film, 
but it’s really a film informed by and reflective of faith. It’s a vision of what we all              
experience on dark, sleepless nights, when we are alone with our thoughts... and the 
knowledge our own mortality. 

 
While intentionally written & designed to make the most of  
limited resources, the one thing the filmmaker’s did not cut  
corners on is talent. They found passionate and creative people 
that believed in the story they were trying to tell, and the result 
is a collaborative tour de force that represents many of the most 
talented actors, filmmakers, and artists in Nashville.   
 
Director of Photography Lou Chanatry (along with Co-DPs Tracy Facelli & Jeremy Gonzales) 
captured the claustrophobic mood with intimate, often handheld, photography on Canon 
7Ds, complementing the spooky & confining production design by Curt  Nuenke.  
 
The film’s evocative score, written and performed by legendary bluegrass musician Ron 
Block, is alternately haunting and cathartic and, especially early on, sets the audience on 
edge, putting them in the shoes of the characters.  
 
The digital effects are a large part of the story-telling in THE NOTHING, and Visual Effects 
Supervisor Jonathan Richter (Blue Like Jazz) brought to life the film’s bizarre and captivat-
ing notion of oblivion, as well as several other key moments that land with a visceral punch.  
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JOSH CHILDS.... Director/Writer/Producer 
Josh has been a professional actor for 15 years, with a background in theater. 
His interest in screenwriting turned into a passion when he realized he had the power to 
simply write what he desired to see. He attends Grace Chapel in Franklin,  TN with his wife 
and son, and periodically pairs with the church’s Arts Coordinator, Allison Allen, to co-write, 
and co-direct productions there. 
 
The Nothing is his first feature-length co-writing endeavor with Derek R. Stogner and  
directorial debut. 
 
DEREK R. STOGNER.... Writer/Producer 
Faith and doubt, fear, grace, pain, and the unknown, these ideas are what attracted Derek 
to Josh’s original concept for The Nothing. Derek has a background in theater, music, short 
film, and blogging.  He has a  B.Sc. in Pastoral Ministry and The Bible from Cornerstone Uni-
versity in Grand Rapids, Michigan. He finds that degree’s primary use is assurance that he 
shouldn’t  be a minister. 
 
Derek has wanted to write movies ever since he saw Kevin Smith’s CLERKS when he was 
14 years old.  The Nothing is his first produced feature length screenplay. 
 
JEFF BOYET... Actor/Editor/Producer 
Since moving to Nashville in 1995 Jeff has accumulated extensive credits as an actor in 
film and theatre- as well as writer credits in musical theatre, country, pop and                  
Contemporary Christian Music.  
 
JUSTIN BAKER... Editor/Producer 
Justin is a freelance motion designer, editor and musician by day and a fairly normal fellow 
by night.  
 
RON BLOCK... Original Music 
Ron Block  is perhaps most well known as a member of the multi Grammy award winning 
band Alison Krauss & Union Station. AKUS has recorded 10 of Block’s songs including the 
Dove Award winning “A Living Prayer.” Block has also recorded with Vince Gill, Clint Black, 
Bill Frisell, Fernando Ortega, Billy Dean, Michael Johnson, Dolly Parton, and Brad Paisley.  
 
LOU CHANATRY... Director of Photography 
Lou Chanatry is the owner of Quantum Pictures, Inc. in Nashville. He has been a member of 
the Society of Camera Operators since 1995, and has shot & directed numerous commer-
cials and music videos in various genres. Additionally he has functioned as D.P. on a num-
ber of Independent Feature Films.  
 
JONATHAN RICHTER... Visual Effects Supervisor  
Jonathan Richter most recently supervised effects for BLUE LIKE JAZZ and has done work 
for MTV, MGM/Universal, AT&T, and RCA Records. 
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JEFF BOYET as JEFF BOYET as JEFF BOYET as JEFF BOYET as RenRenRenRen 
Jeff Boyet portrayed 50’s rock n’ roll legend Don Everly in Bye Bye Love, The 
Everly Brothers Musical at the historic Ryman Auditorium. He has performed 
on the Nashville stage for Nashville Children’s Theatre, The Tennessee Rep-
ertory Theatre, Amun Ra Theatre, Mockingbird Theatre, Chaffin’s Barn, and 
Studio Tenn, among others. Film credits include Adrenaline and Prism. 

JARED CARTER as JARED CARTER as JARED CARTER as JARED CARTER as LaneLaneLaneLane 
Jared Carter’ most notable role was Derrick, the cousin of Miley Stewart in 
Hannah Montana: The Movie. You may have also seen him in music videos 
by Montgomery Gentry, Dave Barnes, or Katie Armiger.     

JEREMY CHILDS as JEREMY CHILDS as JEREMY CHILDS as JEREMY CHILDS as BudBudBudBud 
Jeremy Childs has appeared in The Last Castle, The Second Chance, and A 
Pure Country Gift. Most recently he recently appeared as JJ in Country Strong 
with Gwyneth Paltrow and Tim McGraw. 
 
Blood Rogues was Jeremy’s first produced full length screenplay. Produced 
plays include Palisades, Casa Blue, and Vampire Monologues. 

JEFF DURHAM as JEFF DURHAM as JEFF DURHAM as JEFF DURHAM as Clark Clark Clark Clark  
Jeff Durham has a Master’s in Acting from UCLA, and has written sketches 
and screenplays for the stage, television, and film. 
 
Jeff’s television credits Bible Man, Mr. Henry’s Wild and Wacky World, Faith 
Café and, if you stay up late enough, on an episode of The Food Net-
work’s  Food Fight … and, yes, his team wins! 

SHAWN WHITSELL as SHAWN WHITSELL as SHAWN WHITSELL as SHAWN WHITSELL as EliEliEliEli 
Shawn Whitsell    is the founder & artistic director of the Destiny Theatre Ex-
perience and co-founder of the Shades of Black Theatre Festival.  
 
Film credits include The 70% Club  and The CBC Vol. 1 & 2.  
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Technical SpecificationsTechnical SpecificationsTechnical SpecificationsTechnical Specifications: 
Running Time:  USA 92 Min 
Aspect Ratio: 16x9 HD 
Camera: Canon 7D EOS 
Format: Digital (HDCAM, Digi-Beta) 
Color 
 
Color Correction & Post-Production Services By 
ENCORE MEDIA, INC. 
 


